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BASIC UTILITY VEHICLES:

A compelling answer to Africa’s rural transport needs

Eighty percent of East Africa’s rural
population depend on agriculture for
their livelihood, yet there is no
affordable, dependable and locally
available transportation that guarantees
inputs get to farmers and crops get to
market. Introducing the Basic Utility
Vehicle...
Basic Utility Vehicles (BUVs) may well be the
missing link in transportation needs for rural
East Africa and its agricultural sector. Not only
do BUVs provide the perfect solution to rural Africa's transport needs by getting crops to market and inputs to
farmers, they also enable local entrepreneurs to launch transport companies that serve underserved communities.
Rugged, strong, durable and affordable, the BUV is a perfect fit for Africa’s farm needs.
The BUV was designed by the US-based Institute for Affordable Transportation, (IAT.) Together, IAT and BUV
Tanzania recognized Africa's need for an affordable, rugged rural transport vehicle, and rose to the challenge of
manufacturing BUVs in Arusha, making it the first manufactured vehicle in Tanzania. Response to the incredibly
efficient and effective vehicles has been outstanding with local customers and government officials praising BUV
Tanzania’s product. Observing BUVs in action over the last few years (the many benefits they bring owners, and
the communities they serve) has confirmed that this is indeed a timely and much needed tool to boost the agri
sector.
Continual design improvement over the past decade has made the BUV affordable and extremely well adapted to the
challenges of rural terrain. The price point might be higher than the lighter modes of transport, but the ability to carry
800+ Kgs allows it to pay for itself many times over. The BUV has measurable advantages that justify a cost
differential. Heavy duty diffs and springs allow the BUV to carry significantly more weight. Materials are
stronger, therefore more durable and lasting. In muddy/slippery conditions the BUV has better clearance and traction,
giving it a distinguishable advantage on rural roads and tracks.
BUVs fare better economically over tractors and 4x4
pick-ups, both in initial purchase cost and in running
expenses. With 20kms per 1 liter of diesel carrying 800kg,
the financial benefits for "last mile" haulage are dramatic.
("Last mile" refers to the gap areas between crops and
markets etc where rural areas lack well maintained roads
that stay open in all seasons.) BUV is a simple vehicle,
easily maintained with many parts locally sourced through
ordinary auto spare shops. All spares are stocked and ready
for delivery from the BUV Tanzania.
Transport challenges are one of the biggest hindrances to
the growth of East Africa's agricultural sector.
Providing a powerful, sensible, affordable vehicle to
navigate this challenge greatly enhances the sector and
region as a whole.
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Preparedness should
be in our DNA
A
s effects of El Nino drought become
full blown on the region, stakeholders are already engaging and making efforts to come up with tangible
solutions.

Again pleas are pointed towards the innovative minds to find a solution to this headache
to ensure sustainability of the livestock industry and affordability.

The poor yields have exposed both humans
and livestock. Governments are already drawing budgets to fight the harsh piercing famine
coupled with putting out begging bowls to
both donor and business communities.

Though already aspersions are being cast
towards farmers for failing to move with times
and improve livestock rearing, the good question where the scientists are?

This is a common cycle – drought will come,
nations always caught off guard. Obviously
meteorological offices always know in advance when a drought is to attack the bloc.
Now the question is. Where are the esteemed
think-tanks, the technology savvy institutions
and all the experts the region boast of to save
from this catch-22?

6
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We call up research institutions to effectively
use their influence and help the farming community find bridging solutions to this gap.
In this edition we have also touched on other
challenges affecting farmers in the bloc – Avian Flu and aflatoxin.

We are never ready, silos are running dry.
Why not copy the termites, make hay while
sun shines. It’s sad no counter measures are
ever in place.

Not only do we focus on the negative positives also make the large chunk of our news
and some benchmarks from other regions on
the continent.

Of interest, in this edition our Cover Story indicates that the region’s livestock demanding
is ballooning, as urbanisation grows cutting
down on grazing land and increasing the
number of individuals with cash to afford livestock products.

We look forward to inform, educate with our
news and hope authorities will tak a leaf from
our perspective.
Enjoy the read!!
www.eastafrican-agrinews.com

Business, Companies & Markets

Africa challenged to improve
farming - Dupont Pioneer

I

nternational seed company Dupont Pioneer says there is need to enhance global
interaction on agricultural challenges for
farmers and consumers to enjoy the rewards.
Tracy Willits the company’s Global Communications Director said the continent’s
agribusiness value chains should align to
changing market conditions, to improve
efficiency and strive to meet consumer requirements in a competitive global trade
system.
Willits said value added agriculture as a
percentage of gross domestic products for
Africa remains very low, and there room for
significant growth.
“Africa needs global interactions, new learning and innovation systems involving regional cooperation, by sharing new types
of partnerships between farmers, investors
and researchers, and the right incentives

and public actions that crowd in rather than
crowd out private investment,” she said.
Willits cited investment in transport, infrastructure and access to energy and water
management efficiency, are vital for agribusiness to thrive.
Other factors which are also important in
promoting agricultural development in Africa include access to information and communication technologies.
Willits said there is need to boost agricultural productivity to achieve sustainable industrial and agribusiness development as a
means of wealth and job creation.

...there is need to boost agricultural
productivity to achieve sustainable
industrial and agribusiness development as a means of wealth and
job creation.

“The transformation of agricultural raw
materials into industrial products depends
increasingly on the capacity of African entrepreneurs to participate and compete in
global, regional and local value chains,” she
said.

Multiple Tiered cages available as single units or custom-built to ﬁt requirements.

Supplied complete with automated feeding- gantry or chain feeding systems.
Manure removal and manure handling conveyors and also available. Horizontal self locking gates.
Standard trought thicknes of .8mm, and available in 1mm. One Nipple and drip cup per partition.
One Five ltr. header tank including ﬂoat valve per tier. Wire thickness 2.5mm.
Cages are available in starter units and follower units, accommodating, 100 Commercial Layers per Two Tier,
150 Commercial Layers per Three tier and 200 Commercial Layers per Four Tier Cage.

POULTRY EQUIPMENT
www.eastafrican-agrinews.com

37 RIDGE ROAD, LASER PARK, HONEYDEW, EXT.15,
2170, P.O.BOX 2495, HONEYDEW, 2040 SOUTH AFRICA.
TEL: +27 (011) 7944880/+27 (011) 7944728
FAX: +27(011) 7941961
EMAIL: sales@reliancepoultry.co.za
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January Makamba, Minister of State in Vice President's office

Extractive industry
urged to address
environmental crisis

T

anzania has challenged mining companies to take a leading role in environmental preservation, as the country
continues to suffer deforestation and
destruction of water resources.

...the majority of Tanzanians
don’t understand the risks environmental degradation poses to
economic and social structures.

8
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January Makamba, Minister of State in the
Vice-President’s bemoaned that the majority
of Tanzanians don’t understand the risks environmental degradation poses to economic and
social structures.

Makamba said education and environmental
preservation can work together filling knowledge gaps and understanding the impact of
climate change on one’s life.
“This is especially true for the poor people in
rural areas who are vulnerable to crop failures
and natural disasters such as landslides and
floods, caused by climate change.”

Makamba said the terrifying rate of environmental degradation has its roots on the lack of
education among the populace.

Government believes that addressing climate
change can open up vast opportunities for
economic growth. In addition, increase wellbeing and create additional economic opportunities.

“By investing in quality education, we can set
the next generation on the right path to addressing the looming environmental crisis facing the country.”

“Addressing the dangers of climate change is
not only an existential imperative; it is also an
opportunity to move toward a cleaner, more
productive, and fairer path of development.”

www.eastafrican-agrinews.com
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Solar irrigation kits utilisation broaden in Kenya

U

S based company SunCulture is
helping small-scale farmers in Kenya
achieve better yields, with solar irrigation kits.

Sold for the first time in Kenya in 2013, the kits
are now available on a pay-as-you-go basis
to farmers on low instalments throughout the
growing season and after harvesting.
Government is optimistic that the solar-powered kits could be a solution to double the
country’s area under irrigation.
Statistics from the World Bank indicates that
less than 4% of Kenya’s 5,4 billion acres of arable land is being irrigated, posing a risk to
food security and agricultural production in
below-average rainfall areas.
SunCulture began after the pair entered a social venture competition at New York University
and came second. Seeing the potential for the
business, they raised around $200,000 in seed
capital from friends and family and launched a
pilot project in Kenya.
www.eastafrican-agrinews.com
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UK, EAC relationship to
continue despite Brexit

E

ast African Community bloc’s investment
ties with United Kingdom to strengthen
despite Brexit.

Sarah Cooke, UK High Commissioner to Tanzania said her country remains an outward-focused trade based economy.
The envoy said strong partnership with regional economic blocs and individual countries will
remain the cornerstone for UK’s foreign policy,
even in the wake of Brexit.

10
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The United Kingdom has promised to strengthen trade and investment links with the East
African Community Partner States for mutual
benefit.
According to Cooke UK is the biggest contributor to TradeMark East Africa (TMEA), adding
that the funding to TMEA was being utilised
to finance technical assistance to the EAC in
sectors such as customs, trade, investment and
video teleconferencing.

www.eastafrican-agrinews.com

Cover Story

Urbanisation reducing grazing land

A

Animal feed a growing
headache for farmers

s livestock demand continues to grow,
feed deficit has become the new
headache for most East Africa farmers.

TAFMA said most farmers currently struggle to
understand their feed inputs and associated
costs, making it tricky to find the balance between lowering costs and maintaining quality.

The growing populations of most cities such
as Dar es Salam and Addis Abba has lead to
shortage of animal feed in the East Africa bloc
due to increased demand for livestock products.

The association’s sentiments are also share by
some farmers who cites that mineral and vitamin inputs can confuse even the most astute
farmer, especially those operating in a low
technology setting.

In addition, the fast urbanisation trend in the
region is now limiting the grazing land for livestock.

In Tanzania biotechnology in feed production
clearly wrestles with a reluctant industry, as few
farmers employ technology in their processing.

The animal feed famine has prompted local
producers to engaged international agencies
and advisers on how to enhance poor animal
feeds through protein and other nutritional additives.

TAFMA says information and communication
technology upgrades – whether computers or
mobile phones – could tremendously help the
industry overall.

Though small-scale projects are showing the
potential of such efforts, but the Tanzania Animal Feed Manufacturers Association (TAFMA)
says greater success requires greater knowledge.

www.eastafrican-agrinews.com

“Such upgrades could better facilitate the industry’s ability to record data, summarise information, and transfer knowledge.”
The association believes that eventually livestock farmers will develop in-house animal
feed processing capabilities, but in the short-

term, the likelihood of seeing this trend overtake the region is low.
“Thus animal feed producers have the potential to more than double their profits in the next
few years with greater volume production and
lower prices.”
The UN Food and Agriculture Organization
(FAO) has reiterated that it would continue
supporting Africa’s livestock sector.
According to data from the FAO Global Perspective Studies Unit, it is estimated that by
2050, the meat market will be 34.8 million
tones and the milk market is projected at 82.6
million tonnes, an increase of 145 and 155 percent respectively over 2005-07 levels, noted
the official.
Over this period, Africa’s increase in volume of
meat consumed will be on a par with that of
the developed world and that of Latin America,
with only South and Southeast Asia anticipated
having higher growth.

East African Agriness | March - April 2017
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Regional News

Uganda's poultry products banned in Kenya and Rwanda

Avian Flu stops Uganda’s
poultry industry exports

U

ganda poultry export potential has
been halted following the outbreak
the virulent H5 strain Avian Flu.

The country’s regional markets – Kenya and
Rwanda banned importation of all poultry and
poultry products.
Uganda’s authorities detected the Avian Flu
among migratory birds which has since spread
to a few domestic birds.

“The highly pathogenic avian
influenza that affects both humans
and animals and which causes
a high number of deaths in both
species has been detected on test
birds.”

Dr Anna Ademun, Uganda’s Acting Commissioner for Animal Health said: “The highly
pathogenic avian influenza that affects both
humans and animals and which causes a high
number of deaths in both species has been detected on test birds.”
With an estimated 40 million population of
chickens, Rwanda imported from Uganda 50
000 day-old chicks and 100t of eggs.
In 2016, 51 countries reported outbreaks of one
of the virulent H5 and H7 strains of bird flu.
Ongoing circulation of some avian influenza

12
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subtypes in poultry, such as A(H5) or A(H7N9)
viruses, were of public health concern as these
viruses commonly cause severe illness in humans.
According to the World Organisation for Animal Health (OIE)The viruses had the potential
to mutate and become more transmissible between humans.
Meanwhile in South Africa, the Department of
Trade and Industry (DTI) said government had
been working with local poultry producers to
address the challenges in the industry as a result of chickens imported from the European
Union (EU).
This followed a petition by the Food and Allied
Workers Union (Fawu) for government to tighten regulations on imported chickens in a bid to
save jobs in the local poultry industry.
At least three major South African chicken
producers have announced steps to start retrenching more than 3 500 workers because of
cheap chicken imports.
www.eastafrican-agrinews.com

Regional News

Bhang farms in Tanzania to
produce sugarcane

T

anzania’s Tarime District intends to do
sugarcane farming and build a sugar
processing plant in support of government’s industrialisation initiative.

Tarime District is one of the seven districts of
the Mara River Basin of Tanzania.

Glorious Luoga, Tarime District Commissioner
said the project is expected to create 5,000 direct jobs and around 10,000 indirect opportunities in the area.
“About 2,000 farmers will also be assisted to

www.eastafrican-agrinews.com

cultivate sugarcane.”

local contractors.

With backing from government and targeted
farmers the initiative is to earn about 20billion
per service levy for the Tarime District Council.

“The Tanzania Investment Centre will also be
involved to ensure that establishment of the
sugar industry becomes beneficial to farmers,”
Luoga said.

In addition, increase sugar production and
boost the national economy.
“We’ll help farmers and all bhang farms will be
turned into sugar farms,” Luoga said.
Nile Agro Industries Limited an investor has
shown interest in the sugar plant to be built by

Currently, Tarime is the leading coffee producer
district in Mara region as it switches to sugar
farming.
The gold-rich district is also blessed with suitable climate and fertile soils for the production
of various cash and food crops.

East African Agriness | March - April 2017
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Coffee
demand
surge
handsomely
reward
vendors

N
rise.

escafe has rolled out its new formulated 3in1 to its My Own Business (MYOWBU) vendors across
Kenya, as consumption of coffee

Ciru Miring’u, Nescafe Managing Director
for East Africa said investments in the coffee sector and improvements in the supply
chain have fueled a robust coffee culture in
Kenya.
Miring’u says 80 percent of the coffee consumed in Kenya is instant which has also
helped catapult coffee drinking, ‘having
jumped by 46 percent between 2010 and
2014.’
According to Nescafe, the company invested Sh71 million in providing technical
support and training to over 41,000 coffee
farmers in the last six years.
“We have in the past 50 years bought coffee beans from Kenya. As the demand for
coffee grows so is the need to enhance its
supply hence the reason why we have to
consistently ensure the sustainability of coffee supply as the NESCAFÉ brand demand
continues to rise,” said Miring’u.

Export market
for Tanzania’s
cassava sourced

T

he Tanzania Agricultural Export Processing Zone Limited (TAEPZ) and Epoch Agriculture from China have sealed
an out-grower scheme.

The deal will ensure cassava farmers in Tanzania have access to reliable export market while
tapping into the country’s potential.
With a US$1 billion budget, the agreement’s
target is to commercialise cassava farming and
processing.
The project’s phase is to consist of industrial park of factories producing - cassava flour,
cassava starch, animal feeds, organic fertilizer
and paper pulp is to start in three regions of
Mtwara, Lindi and Coast.

pose of ensuring that it is fast-tracked and given its potential in spurring inclusive economic
growth.
We facilitated the assessment whereby our
country can conform to Chinese standards,”
Godfrey Simbeye, Executive Director of TPSF
said.
According to Simbeye, the agreement has secured a market of two million metric tonnes of
dry cassava chips per annum with increase of
five per cent for subsequent year.
Current statistics indicate that Tanzania produces 5.5mn tonnes of cassava every year, while
TAEPZ will consume 2.5mn tonnes of dry cassava every year.

According to the Chinese firm, the next phase
will include production of industrial sugar and
ethanol.

Government has described the partnership
agreement as a big boost towards industrialisation.

Tanzania Private Sector Foundation (TPSF) proactively participated in the structuring of the
agreement.

Dr Adelhelm Meru Permanent Secretary in the
Ministry of Industry, Trade and Investment said
once fully implemented, the agreement will
transform living standards and industrialise the
economy.

“We had to intervene in the project for the pur-

She added the uptake of instant coffee has
expanded with the engagement of nearly
400 mobile coffee vendors in public places
with earnings topping Sh2,000 per day per
vendor through Nestlé’s MYOWBU.
“Nestlé works with university students,
women and youths who sell the hot beverage in busy public areas such as open
markets, stadiums and bus stops.
The vendors undergo intensive hygiene,
book keeping and basic financial training.”
“After training each new vendor is given a
kit comprising a coffee dispenser, NESCAFÉ
products, hot water flasks, disposable cups
among others. Thereafter, they are able to
purchase new stocks from nearby shops,”
said Miring’u.

14
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Small-scale farmers harvesting cassava
www.eastafrican-agrinews.com

Regional News

Food aid
plea for
Uganda
kicks off

Villagers waiting for drought relief
handouts

Aflatoxin affected maize cob

IITA discovers aflatoxin
control solution

S

cientists from the International Institute
of Tropical Agriculture (IITA) are nearing
a breakthrough in the fight against aflatoxin.

Produced in IITA’s laboratories in Dar es Salaam, the product is being tested in Tanzania’s
regions of Manyara, Singida, and Dodoma,
among others.

The food poisoning fungal infestation which
claims life has been prevalent across Tanzania
killing hundreds.

“We now have technology to combat its major effects in our staples such as maize and
groundnuts,” Dr Kapinga said.

IITA recently announced that scientists are finalising on-farm tests aimed at controlling the
spread of aflatoxin.

The toxic compounds produced by the green
mold fungus causes liver damage and cancer,
occasions losses of up to 550bn/- annually, and
kills at least 3,000 people within that period.

The institute’s scientists in collaboration with
the Ministry of Agriculture, Livestock and Fisheries, are at final stages of testing a product,
known as ‘Aflasafe’ invented two years ago.
Dr Regina Kapinga, IITA’s Head of Advocacy
and Research Mobilization said once trials are
done by December, procedures to register the
product for use by farmers will kickoff.
www.eastafrican-agrinews.com

According to a report released last year titled,
‘Economic Assessment for Aflatoxin Contamination and Control in Tanzania’, indicates that
food poisoning from the fungal infestation was
prevalent across Tanzania and that over 3,300
people are diagnosed every year with liver
cancer that is linked to aflatoxin, about 95 per
cent of them die.

U

ganda has put out a begging bowl
for food aid, as drought reign over
crop harvest. The country estimates that at least 10 million people are going to need relief aid.
With a population of around 40 million
people, some pockets of the country are in
severe need of food aid.
Musa Ecweru, Minister of State for Disaster
Preparedness and Refugees said around
3,5 million people in the north-eastern regions of Teso and Karamoja were the worst
affected.
Ecweru said people in urgent need for food
aid had more than doubled from the 1, 3
million cited by the Ministry of Agriculture
last November.
He said drought had destroyed many crop
harvests throughout the country.
Other countries in the region - Kenya, Tanzania and Ethiopia also anticipate drought,
contributing to near-record high local prices for maize, sorghum and other grains.
Uganda produces around 3,5 million tons
of grains annually. And import requirements for the 2017 marketing year January/
December were forecast at an average of
500 000t, consisting of mostly wheat, wheat
flour and rice, according to the FAO.

East African Agriness | March - April 2017
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Kenya’s agric
mechanisation
gets funding

acquire licences and comply with the regulations, apart from enjoying the economies of
scale.

ndia has provided a US$100 million loan facility to Kenya for agricultural mechanisation.

She said KDB is also promoting adoption of the
school milk programme in provinces to create
market.

I

The deal signed in New Dheli in January is
to increase the number and value of Kenya’s
export to India, shifting exports base from agriculture and mineral based products to value
added manufacturing products.
According to the agreement the technology
transfer will assist Kenya's capacity to add value
to its natural resources vis a vis products.
President Uhuru Kenyatta said his country is
keen to increase the volume and value of export base from agriculture and mineral-based
raw products to value added manufacturing
products.
Meanwhile media reports indicates that several
Indian multinationals have business interests in
Kenya, including the ongoing construction of a
power transmission line under a Line of Credit
of Sh6.16bn (US$61.6mn).

Kenya’s dairy
industry shakeup to unite the
sector

A

s efforts to streamline and transform
the diary sector heighten, the Kenyan
Dairy Board’s (KDB) target is to connect stakeholders in dairy farming.

KDB has been inspired to use savings and credit cooperative organisation (SACCO) model to
bring together the industry.
In Kenya, a SACCO is owned, managed and run
by its members who have a common bond.
Margaret Rugu, KDB Managing Director said
SACCO modelled dairy groups will enable
traders to self-regulate, access credit facilities
and equipment.
“Most of the traders’ groups have been informal, but we are already assisting them to set up
structures,” said Rugu, adding that the board is
counting on the structures of SACCO to ensure
compliance and increasing access to input by
farmers.
“By law, most of these groups are not being
recognised, that is why we want to formalise
them.”
Rugu said a formalised diary industry will enjoy
benefits including the purchase of equipment,

16
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Apart from forming collaborations, Rugu said
farmers have been slow in changing traditional
ways of farming to adopt the latest technologies and good agricultural practices.

Kenya’s dairy industry has been one of the fastest growing.

NGO lures Kenyan counties to
fish farming

F

arm Africa’s aquaculture scheme has improved production in five provinces of
Western Kenya - Kakamega, Kisumu, Vihiga, Busia, and Kisii.

The charity organisation which helps smallholders increase harvests claims that 60 per
cent of households in western Kenya depend
on fish as a source of food or income.
As part of the fish farming project, Farm Africa
operates Aqua Shops since 2011. The franchises are managed by local business owners who
invest in the establishment.
The business owners then provide smallholders
with inputs and technical advice and teach fish
farmers how to connect their businesses with
markets to generate more income.
Farm Africa continues to persuade provincial
governments to adopt a commercial perspective to aquaculture.
The western Kenya project has grown significantly over the last three years, with the establishment of 38 additional aqua shops.

R

Prospects
glitter in
Rwanda’s
agriculture
sector
wanda’ agriculture is blossoming with
opportunities, as both government and
development partners support the sector.

In addition, the country’s statistics indicates an
incredible development and a profitable business opportunity.
“By conceptualising an agriculture programme
that has the securing of land rights and the
consolidation of land use at its core, Rwanda
has not only enhanced agricultural productivity but also harnessed economies of scale and
improved market access and incomes,” said
Andrew Mold, Acting Director of UN Economic
Commission for Africa (ECA) in Eastern Africa.

Agriculture in Rwanda today employs 70 percent of the country’s labour force and accounts
for a third of the country’s GDP.
Reports also show that agriculture not only has
a great impact on the livelihoods of Rwandans
but also provides a solid foundation for investment.
Last year, agriculture was the second biggest
contributor to GDP growth in the third quarter of the year, according to the latest National
Institute of Statistics of Rwanda (NISR) report.
Recently Rwanda received accolades for its
land governance, it was chosen as one of the
six pilot countries to implement the African
Union’s Comprehensive Africa Agricultural Development Programme (CAADP).
The programme aims to build the capacity of
African countries to better address land governance concerns and support agricultural investment plans.

Farm Africa claim over 7,500 farmers have
been reached and helped by the scheme.
Apart from Farm Africa another nongovernmental organisation Compassion in World
Farming that advocates for fair treatment for
all species of animal, including fish calls for balanced aquaculture.
Peter Stevenson, Chief Policy Adviser for Compassion in World Farming said, ‘a balance of
health and welfare is better for both the fish
and the farmer’.
Stevenson stated that fish farmers on a worldwide scale need to make sure ‘fish and animal welfare is a top priority’ – including the
checking of water C02 levels, making sure the
shops were not overcrowded and making fish
as comfortable as possible.
www.eastafrican-agrinews.com

Regional News

Support
smallholder
farmers SAGGOT

T

he Southern Agricultural Growth of Tanzania (SAGCOT Centre) has called upon
stakeholders in the agriculture industry
to prop up smallholder farmers.

Dr John Kyaruzi, Executive Secretary of SAGCOT Catalytic Trust Fund said smallholder farmers look forward to transform their livelihood
through agriculture.

According to the International Cotton Advisory
Committee (ICAC), cotton production in China
was at its lowest level in 16 years.
ICAC expected that demand would remain un-

changed in China, India, Pakistan and Turkey,
the world’s top cotton-consuming countries.
However, in Bangladesh and Vietnam demand
should increase by up to 10%.

Tanzania, Zambia
to post maize surplus again

“These people engage in agriculture in hope
that they will get out of poverty. We believe
through commercial farming, these farmers will
get a panacea,” Dr Kyaruzi said.
Dr Kyaruzi said under the catalytic trust fund
there is matching grants whose main objective
is to support and benefit farmers individually.
“We are committed to see these smallholder
farmers grow and contribute significantly to
the national economy. Through the matching
grants, these farmers will be supported,” he
said.
The catalytic fund, unlike other sources of funds
to farmers, charges low interest rate and targets to increase demand for agriculture products hence automatically push up productivity.

Tanzania eyes
cotton farming

...as world production
slows down

A

s part of efforts to stimulate economic
growth, Tanzania wants to restart cotton production in regions that once
cultivated the crop.

The crop was once that country’s fourth-largest agricultural export, according to the Haiti-based Smallholder Farmers’ Alliance, but
production collapsed due to political reasons
and agricultural policies.
The alliance said feasibility studies had shown
that cotton could be a rotational crop in mixed
farming operations.
Tanzania’s intention to revive cotton production comes at a time when cotton production
across the globe is low.
Koot Louw, Secretary of Cotton South Africa,
said that domestic production had declined in
the 2015/2016 season.
Estimates indicated that about 50 721 lint bales
(200kg each) would be produced in South Africa, down 45% from the previous year.

www.eastafrican-agrinews.com

T

he latest grain forecast from Famine
Early Warning Systems Network (FEWS
NET) indicates that Zambia and Tanzania are expected to record bumper
harvest.
The two southern African countries are expected to have a surplus in the 2016/17 marketing
season, the research institute has predicted.
FEWS NET forecast says most southern African
countries are expected to have maize deficits
due to the El Niño-induced drought in the previous farming season.
“Every country in the region is expected to
have a deficit during the 2016/17 marketing
season, except Zambia and Tanzania.
South Africa, the main regional maize exporter,
will have a deficit,” said FEWS NET latest update.
However, Zambia, which played an important
regional role during the 2015/16 marketing
season, will have limited volumes of exportable
surpluses.
The region’s performance during the 2015/16
rainy season was among the worst in 30 years
for many countries and was the second consecutive season which recorded below average
maize production.

Meanwhile Tanzania is expected to export the
majority of its maize surpluses to neighbouring
countries in east Africa.
FEWS NET said the east Africa bloc’s harvest
is not going to be adequate to meet requirements and a typical supply gaps is anticipated.
The maize prices are also expected to increase,
as the lean season approaches and will be
more variable than usual, due to unusual thin
markets in the region.
FEWS NET said maize prices are expected to
remain well above average throughout the
2016/17 marketing season.
The research institute says market monitoring
should focus on the volumes and distribution
of international imports by government interventions, and food assistance programming.
“Export parity prices and export volumes from
South Africa and Zambia should also be monitored closely,” FEWS NET said.
The network said opportunities for local and
regional procurement of maize for in-kind assistance programmes are limited
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International News

Mozambique's Agriculture sector to prop up economic prospects

Agriculture to partial buoy
prospects for Mozambique
economy

M
vealed.

ozambique’s economic activities are
expected to spring to life, forecast
by business think-tanks, Economist
Intelligence Unit (EIU) recently re-

EIU says Mozambique’ economy will rise in
2017, after ending the year with the lowest value in the last 15 years, of just 3.6%.
The analyst said Mozambique’s economy has
been undermined by a lack of foreign exchange, the exponential increase in inflation
and reduced public spending, along with the
perception among the leaders of the banking
sector and private companies of high incidence
of political risks in 2016.
According to the EIU report coal production is
tipped to be one of the economic drivers next
18
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year, due to rising international prices and robust demand from India.
In addition, agriculture will also partial contribute to economic recovery, with the weakening
of the effects of El Niño, despite low productivity achieved by small farmers.
However, with an average rate of 4.4% in
2017/2018 and 5.3% in 2019/2021, growth of
Mozambique’s economy will still be far from
the average of 7.3% that was achieved in the
period between 2005 and 2015.
Mozambique also has plans bordering around
the reduction in public spending, which is expected to fall by 16.4% in 2017, limiting the
growth of the construction and services sectors, which historically has been supported by
government contracts.
www.eastafrican-agrinews.com

International News

Seeds scheme boost
Senegal farmers yields

K

enyan company Syngenta’s Seedcare
program for smallholder farmers in Senegal has led to impressive yield increases
for pearl millet, sorghum, maize, irrigated rice and rain-fed rice.
The achievements come a year after
APRON®Star project rollout in Senegal. As one
of the world’s top food importers, rising food
prices are a central issue in Senegal.
Smallholder farmers in Senegal face periodic
drought and flooding, which have, over time,
degraded and eroded soil, making it challenging to meet domestic food demand and safeguard the livelihoods of Senegalese people.
Improved access to quality seeds and inputs,
and complementary technologies such as seed
treatment, is seen as an important accelerator
to increase smallholders' productivity and improve the livelihood for rural communities in
Senegal.
In early 2016, Syngenta launched the
APRON®Star seed treatment project in Senegal, as part of its Good Growth Plan commitment to sustainable agriculture. The two-year
project is supported by SSTP and aims to imwww.eastafrican-agrinews.com

prove access to high quality seed and seed
treatment technology, training on most effective and safe uses and raising awareness of
benefits for yield increase.
“We believe a thriving agriculture sector is vital
to empower smallholders and foster vibrant rural communities in Senegal – and beyond,” said
Thomas Peyrachon, Head of Business Development for Global Seedcare at Syngenta. “Syngenta is committed to helping transform the
yields of smallholder farmers at scale in a way
that creates value for all in a sustainable way.
The APRON®Star project is just one example
of our commitment to improving farmers’ productivity and income across the region”.
Currently, Syngenta and its local distribution
partner RMG Concept Limited have jointly
conducted pilot programmes for key crops,
including maize, millet, rice, peanut and sorghum, and reached more than 15,000 farmers,
a third of which are women, with training on
seed treatment and the safe use of crop protection products.

Matam to ensure better access to treated seeds
through local seed companies and new retailer
network.
Syngenta and its partners are focusing on increasing the distribution of APRON®Star having piloted the model in Senegal with promising results, and making treated seeds available
to more farmers in Senegal and other countries.

Improved access to quality seeds
and inputs, and complementary
technologies such as seed treatment,
is seen as an important accelerator
to increase smallholders’ productivity and improve the livelihood for
rural communities in Senegal.

The results have been extremely encouraging,
leading to significant yield increases for farmers. Additionally, the project has sponsored the
development of a Center of Excellence (CoE) in
East African Agriness | March - April 2017
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Technology

John Deere launches realtime monitoring app

C
Using the app, operators can
easily compare data layers from
previous production steps with
what’s seen when scouting fields.

onnect Mobile App is the latest application to monitor, adjust and learn
from the performance of planter or
sprayer, as the farming tools move
through the field.

Overall, operators can seamlessly move the
app from one John Deere machine to the next
and from one production step to another with
Connect Mobile’s common user interface.

The new John Deere Connect Mobile App allows growers to monitor job quality in real time
to better understand their sprayer or planter in
nozzle-by-nozzle and row-by-row detail.

“The result is a better understanding of the job
being performed. Data is saved on the iPad so
it goes where you go. At any time, or in any
location as the data is saved, you can quickly
review past work,” Mishler said.

“By using Connect Mobile, operators will know
they are doing the best possible job with the
investment they have made in their John Deere
equipment,” says John Mishler, Production and
Precision and Marketing Manager for John
Deere.
According to the company operators can
quickly and more easily identify potential problems by visualising job performance.
In addition, multiple map layers across production steps provide additional insights for growers to consider that can improve their productivity and reduce operating costs.
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Using the app, operators can easily compare
data layers from previous production steps
with what’s seen when scouting fields.
“This information can help growers better understand what might have caused what they're
seeing in the field,” said Mishler.
Connect Mobile in future plans to include other operations, such as harvesting, the ability to
add more data and to help growers make better-informed decisions with greater confidence.

www.eastafrican-agrinews.com

Technology

F

Ndume’s portable airseeders spread across the
continent

orty years ago, Kenyan farmer Rick Brendon initiated a small air seeder through
Ndume Limited and the planter has
proved useful for most African countries.

Air seeders in most parts of the world are huge
implements employed in large-scale farming
operations but Brendon was convinced that
smaller units would be viable for many farmers
in Kenya.
The Ndume planters manufactured under licence in South Africa are reasonably priced,
unsophisticated yet efficient planter, spreading
its market.
Currently approximately 25% of the machinery manufactured by Ndume is exported to
Tanzania, Uganda, Rwanda, Burundi, Southern
Sudan, Ethiopia, Malawi, Zambia and Ghana.
The affordable planters, easy to calibrate, simple to operate and maintain consist of a seed
and fertiliser box on wheels with a simple
three-point linkage system on the back.
In addition, Ndume air seeders are capable of
direct-drilling without any prior cultivation.
www.eastafrican-agrinews.com

According to the company a spiral roller at
the back of the cultivator controls the planting
depth and covers the seed.
The trailed mini planters can carry a fair load of
seed and fertiliser, yet be pulled by a relatively
small tractor.
“The cultivator rides on the roller at the rear
and the linkage at the front, as in any tractor-mounted unit.”
On operation the cultivator remains parallel to
the ground, with all the tines operating at the
same depth. It is lifted and lowered into work
by a double-acting cylinder controlled by the
tractor hydraulics.
When the cultivator is raised, the drive wheel
for the metering units automatically lifts off the
tyre of the fertiliser/seed cart and the seed flow
stops.
Initially, the planter section consisted of a cultivator with four rows of S-type tines spaced at

178mm, with a seeding tube attached to the
rear of the tine.
As competition from Roundup arrived on the
scene - ‘conservation’ and ‘minimum tillage’
became buzzwords.
Brendon responded by redesigning the tine of
his cultivator, making it considerably heavier
and adding a 13mm-wide bar point that penetrates 100mm to 125mm into the ground. Because the point is so narrow, soil disturbance
is minimal.
The adjustable seed tube allows for planting
depths of 38mm to 50mm.
The conservation tillage tine creates an area of
loosened soil beneath the germinating seed,
so that the root system – and hence the crop –
grows more rapidly.
Row spacing is now 250mm and large presswheels fitted at the back in place of the rollers
ensure firm soil-to-seed contact.
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Feature

Worst drought in decades drives
food price spike in East Africa

T

he most severe drought in decades,
which has struck parts of Ethiopia and is
exacerbated by a particularly strong El
Niño effect, has led to successive failed
harvests and widespread livestock deaths in
some areas, and humanitarian needs have tripled since the beginning of 2015, the United
Nations warns.
East Africa’s ongoing drought has sharply
curbed harvests and driven up the prices of cereals and other staple foods to unusually high
levels, posing a heavy burden to households
and special risks for pastoralists in the region,
the United Nations food and agricultural agency on Feb. 14 warned.
“Sharply increasing prices are severely constraining food access for large numbers of
households with alarming consequences in
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terms of food insecurity,” said Mario Zappacosta, a senior economist for the UN Food and
Agriculture Organization (FAO).
Local prices of maize, sorghum and other cereals are near or at record levels in swathes of
Ethiopia, Kenya, Somalia, South Sudan, Uganda and Tanzania, according to the latest Food
Price Monitoring and Analysis Bulletin (FPMA).
Poor livestock body conditions due to pasture
and water shortages and forcible culls mean
animals command lower prices, leaving pastoralists with even less income to purchase basic
foodstuffs, FAO adds, while providing some
examples:
Somalia’s maize and sorghum harvests are estimated to be 75 per cent down from their usual
level. In Tanzania, maize prices in Arusha, Tan-

zania, have almost doubled since early 2016.
In South Sudan, food prices are now two to
four times above their levels of a year earlier,
while in Kenya, maize prices are up by around
30 per cent.
Beans now cost 40 per cent more in Kenya
than a year earlier, while in Uganda, the prices
of beans and cassava flour are both about 25
per cent higher than a year ago in the capital
city, Kampala.

Pastoral Areas Face Harsher Conditions
Drought-affected pastoral areas in the region
face even harsher conditions, the UN specialised agency reports. In Somalia, goat prices
have fallen up to 60 per cent compared to a
year ago, while in pastoralist areas of Kenya the
www.eastafrican-agrinews.com

many communities particularly vulnerable.
Significant production losses, by up to 50-90
percent in some areas, have severely diminished households’ food security and purchasing power, forcing many to sell their remaining
agricultural assets and abandon their livelihoods.
Estimates in early 2016 by Ethiopia’s Bureau of
Agriculture indicate that some 7.5 million farmers and herders need immediate agricultural
support to produce staple crops like maize,
sorghum, teff, wheat, and root crops, and livestock feed to keep their animals healthy and
resume production.
Hundreds of thousands of livestock have already died and the animals that remain are
becoming weaker and thinner due to poor
grazing resources, feed shortages and limited
water availability, leading to sharp declines in
milk and meat production.
The FAO Ethiopia El Niño Response Plan aims
to assist 1.8 million vulnerable pastoralists, agro
pastoralists and smallholder farmers in 2016.
To achieve this, the UN food and agriculture
will prioritize agricultural production support in
order to reduce the food gap, livestock interventions to protect the livelihood assets of pastoralists and agro pastoralists, and activities to
enhance the resilience of affected communities
through coordinated response.
As part of the emergency response, FAO has
been providing planting materials to help
seed- and food-insecure households in the
worst affected regions plant in the belg and
meher seasons.
In an effort to preserve livestock, it has been
distributing multi-nutrient blocks in pastoral
and agro-pastoral areas to strengthen livestock
and bolster the resilience of the cooperatives
that produce them.
prices of goats declined by up to 30 per cent
over the last 12 months.

successive crop failures and widespread livestock deaths, it reports.

Shortages of pasture and water caused livestock deaths and reduced body mass, prompting herders to sell animals while they can, as
is also occurring in drought-wracked southern
Ethiopia, FAO reports. This also pushes up the
price of milk, which is, for instance, up 40 per
cent on the year in Somalia’s Gedo region.

Food insecurity and malnutrition rates are
alarming with some 10.2 million people in need
of food assistance.

According to the Rome-based agency, Ethiopia is responding to a drought emergency, triggered by one of the strongest El Niño events
on record.
Humanitarian needs have tripled since the beginning of 2015 as the drought continues to
have devastating effects on the lives and livelihoods of farmers and pastoralists — causing
www.eastafrican-agrinews.com

FAO also reports that one-quarter of all districts in Ethiopia are officially classified as facing
a food security and nutrition crisis — 435 000
children are suffering severe acute malnutrition
and 1.7 million children, pregnant and lactating women are experiencing moderate acute
malnutrition.
Livelihood Crisis
More than 80 per cent of people in Ethiopia
rely on agriculture and livestock as their primary source of food and income, however, the
frequency of droughts over the years has left

Survival animal feed is also being provided
to help farmers produce fodder and improve
access to water for livestock. Herds across the
country have also benefited from vaccination
and treatment campaigns to address their increasing vulnerability as a result of drought.
In Ethiopia’s Somali Region, FAO is enhancing the financial stability of drought-affected
households through the purchase of weak
sheep and goats for immediate, local slaughter – and providing the meat – rich in protein
– to nutritionally vulnerable drought-affected
families.
The intervention will help reduce stress on
available feed, enable households to focus
their resources on their remaining productive
animals, and invest in productive assets.
Source: IPS
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CONTACT

dab@sandyscreations.net
+260 21 127 8220/ +260 96 744 3470
Sandy’s Creations is located along Kafue Road
next to Baobab College, in Lilayi, Lusaka

Sandy’s Creations Zambia Ltd is proud to have recently been appointed Sole Distributor of DAB Pumps in Zambia. DAB Zambia head office is situated at Sandys Creations in
Lilayi, Lusaka. 2017 will see DAB Pump outlets open up all over Zambia bringing the best Italian water pumps to the consumer.
Sandy’s Creations will be appointing agents in all towns and interested parties should contact us.We guarantee to supply the best quality Italian pumps at the lowest prices in
Zambia.
For over 40 years, DAB has been a main player in the sector of the technologies for the movement and management of our most precious resource, water.
DAB offers technological solutions capable of ensuring reliability and efficiency, and to optimise energy consumption
in residential building service, commercial building service, agricultural and irrigation applications.
DAB puts people at the centre of every action, strategy and development plan.

WE HAVE STOCK OF CIRCULATORS, ELECTRONIC INLINE PUMPS, INLINE PUMPS, SELF PRIMING PUMPS, SWIMMING POOL PUMPS, CENTRIFUGAL PUMPS, MULTISTAGE
CENTRIFUGAL PUMPS, ELECTRONIC CENTRIFUGAL PUMPS, SUBMERSIBLE PUMPS, SUBMERSIBLE PUMPS AND MOTORS, PRESSURE UNITS AND BOREHOLE PUMPS.
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THE PROFIT CENTER
STORAGE
+ CONDITIONING
+ MATERIAL HANDLING
+ STRUCTURES
TURN YOUR OPERATION INTO
PROFIT CENTER

®

VISIT GSIAFRICA.CO.ZA

124 Ridge Road, Laser Park,
Honeydew, Ext 15, Gauteng
P O Box 4012, Honeydew, 2040,
South Africa
Phone: +27 (011) 794 4455
Fax: +27 (011) 794 4515
Email: sales@gsiafrica.co.za
Website: www.gsiafrica.co.za

Side Channel Blowers & Vacuum Pumps
• Sizes upto 20kw
• Single & Double stage units
• Repairs
• Rotary Vane Pumps

Tel: 011 444 4555
Mobile: 082 574 3233
Fax: 011 444 7131
Email: crelec@live.co.za
Website: www.crelec.co.za

©CM 251116MF

We’re helping farmers grow
More than 20 million farmers around the world count on
tobacco to improve their livelihood. With the latest farming
techniques and advice, JTI experts help our growers get the
most from their crops and generate higher returns.

Who’d have thought?

Find out more at jti.com/whodhavethought
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CONTACT

dab@sandyscreations.net
+260 21 127 8220/ +260 96 744 3470
Sandy’s Creations is located along Kafue Road
next to Baobab College, in Lilayi, Lusaka

CABLE
• 1.5mm2 4 core submersible insulated cable.
• SABS approved.

CABLE JOINT
• MX1 epoxy cable joint kit.

BASEPLATE
• 40mm base-plate with
integrated cable gland.

CONTROL BOX
• Pump protection and control
for direct start up.
• Thermal protection with
external manual reset.

MALE ADAPTORS
• Mechanical compression
ttings are designed to
withstand working pressures
of up to 16bar.

WET-END
• Base and upper support in technopolymer with build in non-return valve.
MOTOR
• Tesla 4OL submersible motor made in AISI 304 stainless steel for parts in
contact with water.
• Complete with removable lead out cable.

NYLON ROPE
• 6mm nylon safety rope.

WE HAVE STOCK OF CIRCULATORS, ELECTRONIC INLINE PUMPS, INLINE PUMPS, SELF PRIMING
PUMPS, SWIMMING POOL PUMPS, CENTRIFUGAL PUMPS, MULTISTAGE CENTRIFUGAL PUMPS,
ELECTRONIC CENTRIFUGAL PUMPS, SUBMERSIBLE PUMPS, SUBMERSIBLE PUMPS AND
MOTORS, PRESSURE UNITS AND BOREHOLE PUMPS.

Save up to USD1 000
when you finance your
42 - 75 hp 5E tractor

ENQUIRE ABOUT GREAT SAVINGS
ON OTHER TRACTORS AND
IMPLEMENTS

TERMS
• Deposit: 20%
• Term: 3 years
• Payment: Once a year
• Saving amount will vary across
different models

Finance built for you
*Terms and conditions apply. Offer valid while stocks last.

BigDoor22571

For more information, contact
Zanaco: Elijah Kangwa on 00 260 977 641 621
AFGRI: Victor van den Berg on 00 260 963 853 388 or Katuna Sinyangwe on 00 260 966 778 010
www.JohnDeereSub-SaharaAfrica.com
africa@johndeere.com

